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Nina Ricci spices up the princess life with
Bella

By Mary Jane Pittilla on July, 23 2018  |  Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skincare & Haircare

Available in travel retail stores around the globe now, Bella is the third modern princess in the
youthful Les Belles de Nina fragrance range

Puig has added a third modern princess perfume to Nina Ricci’s Les Belles de Nina range,
with the introduction of the “impish and seductive” Bella.

Available in travel retail stores around the globe now, Bella joins Nina and Luna.
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In 2006, Nina Ricci launched the youthful Les Belles de Nina range with its take on the modern
princess.

Bellaoffers“bewitching and magnetic beauty, and a hint of irresistible dare and cheekiness”, to
thegroup of ultra-modern princesses.

Bella, with its vibrant and acidic floral composition, was created by perfumers Sonia Constant and
Louise Turner.

Its formula consists of rhubarb, which offers a subtle fruity and slightly bittersweet flavor, combined
with a fresh and bold zest of green mandarin, and a hint of vanilla. Its floral, rose note is a sensual
combination of Turkish rose oil and rose absolute, accompanied by freesia and white musk.

Synonymous with Les Belles de Nina, Bella is presented in the signature applebottle.

To reflect the fresh, lively personality of Bella, the perfume bottle has adopted a pop-green tone, and
for the first time, an insect has landed on its leaves: a dark blue ladybird.

Directed by EugénioRecuenco, a new film for Les Belles de Nina has been unveiled, featuring three it-
girls: Barbara Palvin (Bella), Estella Boersma (Nina) and Sonia Ben Ammar (Luna).

The film follows the three princesses in their enchanted world, where they are joined by their totem
animals – an owl for symbolizing wisdom and clairvoyance for Nina; a wolf, an emblem of
determination, for Luna; and an unpredictable doe to represent the “audacious and disturbing” Bella.

Bella is available as a 50ml and 80ml edt.


